ABSTRACT. The characterization of the Hardy space, H of the plane, as those integrable functions whose first order Riesz transforms are (or whose maximal function is) integrable is well known. J.-A. Chao and M. Taibleson have shown that there is a conjugate system characterization of H of a local 1 2 field that parallels the Riesz system characterization of H (R ). C. Fefferman has conjectured that "nice" conjugate systems, such as the second order Riesz 1 2 transforms would also give a characterization of H (R ). In the present paper a counter example of A. Gandulfo and M. Taibleson is described that shows that any conjugate system generated by an even kernel will fail to characterize H of a local field. A counter example of J. Garcia-Cuerva is described that shows that the second order Riesz system for the Euclidean plane (which is generated 1 2 by an even kernel) will fail to characterize H (R ) in the above sense.
Let ƒ G L x (R n ) and let ƒ*(*) = sup y>0 \f(x, y)\, where ƒ(*, y) is the Poisson integral off. We say that ƒ G H l (R n ) iff ƒ* G L x (R n ). Let (r, 0) be the polar representation of (x v x 2 ) G R 2 , and let ( • )" and ( • )" represents the Fourier transform and its inverse. The following characterization of H l (R 2 ) is in [5, §8] 
If the local class field of K is odd and of order not equal to 3 (e.g., a p-adic field with p -=h 2 or 3) then there is a character n on K that satisfies the conditions of Theorem B while n 2 satisfies the conditions of Theorem We now briefly sketch proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. has the property that Xg = g whenever X is as in Theorem 1, n(x, k) is constructed by "patching together" various translations and dilations of g. For a sketch of the proof of Theorem 2 we will identify R 2 with C in the usual way: (x v x 2 ) +-±re iQ = z. For ƒ ei^O let f(w) = P.V./ C f(w -z)dz/z 2 . Then, (J)" = e 2W f. We now assume that ƒ is radial; i.e., f(z) = g(\z\ ) for some g. We then show that if ƒ is radial on C then ƒ E H l (C) iff rg(f) 2 )/ w 6W has the required properties.
As a final comment, we observe that the formula for ƒ, ƒ integrable and radial extends easily to finite Borel measures that are radial. Apply that result to the singular measure JJL that has measure 1 uniformly distributed on the unit circle in C and measure -1 uniformly distributed on the circle of radius two. It is easy to check that JU is a singular measure. Together with the result of Lemma 1 we see that the conjugate systems induced by the multipliers e 2ld and n 2 (on the Euclidean plane or local fields respectively) fail to produce an F. and M. Riesz theorem in the sense: There is a finite Borel measure ju, such that the conjugate of M is also a finite measure, but ix is not absolutely continuous.
